With the continued rise of drug development, medical advances, and translational research, it is humbling to revisit mankind's fortuitous beginnings into this field. *A Short History of Medicine* extraordinarily captures this rich history and is a valuable book for any scholar within the field of biomedical research. The author grasps the reader's attention from the beginning with a discussion on paleomedicine and notable ancient civilizations. Many advances during this time were purely founded on a supernatural ideology. Trephination had become common practice for the release of "spirits" mostly caused by cranial pressure due to head injuries. It wasn't until the onset of ancient India, China, and Greece that physicians became more empirical in their approach to medicine. The separation of physicians from the hierarchy of priests had a profound impact on their practice. As mentioned in the book, during the time of Hippocrates,unstable job security and lower social status of practicing physicians prompted their disposition of avoiding the "incurable." Interestingly, the Hippocratic Oath defines the role of physicians as caregivers that diagnose and prevent harm to their patients, however during that time it was deemed ethical to avoid the "impossible" prognosis.

The author provides a brilliant concise history on drug development. This initially was founded on the ability of the physician to utilize the local pharmacopeia through the use of plants and diet. Specialization was rampant from the success of physicians and their progression to treat only patients with similar diagnoses. As noted in the chapter on basic sciences, Francois Magendie is described as one of the fathers of modern pharmacology. This began from the ability to isolate pure compounds from raw drugs. His pioneering work included introducing drugs from the alkaloid family and his continued study of morphine. From this research, opium, nicotine, and many other narcotics were further characterized. Synthetic drugs were also introduced by pharmacologic industry, including sulfonal. These advances coincide with the work of Paul Ehrlich in chemotherapy. His motivation to discover vital stains or dyes for hematology, led to his side chain theory: that there was a chemical affinity of certain drugs to certain cells. His work laid the foundation for explaining the host's immune response to infection.

The newly revised expanded edition contains a few added figures, notably in the Greek medicine chapters. However, not much has changed from the previous edition and would not recommend obtaining a second new version, unless for the sole purpose of having a well-printed text. The previous 1982 edition typesetting is a word/letter jumble in comparison. Undoubtedly, written originally in 1955, this book contains unapologetic personal opinions. However, the author provides a clear and concise narrative that educates and informs the enthusiast or avid student.
